
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Questioning 
Does not help in getting one's Self Realisation (970600) 

If somebody is curious… and sensible… and is asking something, 
like… 'what is this… why are you bowing to her'… suppose somebody 

says 'why are you bowing to her… after all she's like a human 
being'… supposing… so then you can say that… not because she's our 

Guru… but 'because she has given us Realisation… and also it is 
said… only it is the Holy Ghost, or the Adi Shakti who can give Self 
Realisation like this en masse… so we absolutely, we have found out 
that she is the Holy Ghost… the miracles of Shri Mataji, so many 

people have seen… and the way she has changed our lives… why 
should we not bow to her… what would you do'… but the question has

to be sensible (860707.2) 

When talking to scientists… to Nuclear Physicists… they must be 
told in their own language only… and so we can talk to them. They 
think that… 'physical laws act… there are so many physical laws 

which act, in the physics'… now… 'who has made those laws'! They 
see what laws are acting… that’s what they see… but who has made 
the laws! Or, we can say… 'we have to see where have we reached… 
when we started discovering science… the science has produced we 

can say… the atomic bomb… or… the computer… but we have not 
been able to produce any computer like, say, a human being' - this is
the second point. But… 'by scientific advancement… we have created
people who are very imbalanced… they are so volcanic… so criminal. 

Human beings are fighting amongst themselves… even the animals do
not fight the way human beings fight. So why has scientific 

research gone on towards destructive research… why we always end 
up like this… there must be some reason - that the controlling point 
within us is missing'. So there has been no integrated progress… no 

'all-sided' progress… so we have not progressed at all… because 
progress is to be known by… how we relate to each other. 'In any 

evolutionary process… everything manifests on the central nervous 
system… and so this… also manifests… and you really become 

collectively conscious' (860707.2) 
- Jai Shri Mataji - 
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